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 Written by Colin Trevorrow, Derek Connolly, Jeff Pinkner, and Frank Marshall, the film features an ensemble cast, including
Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard, Jeff Goldblum, James Cromwell, Nick Robinson, Irrfan Khan, Rafe Spall, BD Wong, Toby
Jones, and Omar Sy, and follows an additional group of people who are in Jurassic World at the end of the previous film. The

film was released in the United States on June 22, 2018. Upon release, it was met with positive reviews and $471 million
worldwide. The film has also earned nominations for Best Art Direction at the 87th Academy Awards, the 33rd Critics' Choice
Awards, the 17th Empire Awards, and the 29th Satellite Awards, and Best Makeup and Hair at the 86th Academy Awards. Plot
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Following the events of Jurassic World, Claire Dearing, Owen Grady, and the park's guests are moved back to the island, where
they encounter a flying dinosaur which crashes. Although Claire is able to destroy the dino with a laser, the dino's wing takes
damage, and it falls to the island where a team of rescue workers attempt to destroy the dino. Before they can finish, the dino
escapes. Claire, Owen, and a park employee named Claire's brother Carter Burrell, are taken by helicopter to a boat. Burrell is

dropped off first, where he witnesses Claire try to destroy the dinosaur's wing. The bird of prey attacks Claire's group; the
helicopter then drops her off next, and Owen falls from the helicopter. He narrowly survives the fall. Carter is then dropped off,
and he is attacked by the same bird. As he falls to his death, he is pulled into the water by an unseen force, which causes Owen
to drown. Before they are taken to the helicopter, Carter shows them a message on his smartwatch, from the plane that Claire
and Owen are supposed to be on. The same group that attacked Carter were also in that plane. They reach the island and are

moved to a villa, where a group of FBI officers interrogate them. They soon learn that there is an unknown force that attacked
them. The FBI send in military troops to investigate the island. Claire tells the soldiers about the flying dinosaur that attacked

her and Carter. Claire, Owen, and Carter's daughter Zoe then flee the island and the soldiers, who are soon stranded on the
island as well. A new dino, 82157476af
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